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Course Description 
 
This course focuses on the role of information and communication technologies (ICTs) 
in urban infrastructures, processes, planning, and governance. Under the umbrella of 
the smart-city paradigm, ICTs are revolutionizing how cities address urban challenges 
and provide services. Innovations for computing and visualization are transforming 
planning. Despite their benefits, emerging technologies also reinforce existing societal 
divides and create new ones while posing threats to security and privacy. Professionals 
should critically assess their impacts and use citizen-centered approaches. In addition 
to above-mentioned concepts, the course will cover big data, digital tools for public 
participation, open government, autonomous vehicles, and more.   
 
Meeting Time and Place 
 
Thursdays, 4:00 to 6:30pm, Architecture Annex, Room 111 (Blacksburg) and Prince 
Street Bldg, Room 320 (Alexandria). Video conferencing options will be available.  
3 credit hours, no prerequisites. 
 
Learning Objectives  

● Identify trends in information and communication technology (ICT) that are 
shaping urban infrastructure, services, processes, and governance.  

● Evaluate the role of ICTs within planning practice. 

● Identify citizen-centered approaches in the smart city paradigm.  

● Assess the impact on society of technology integration in planning practice.  

● Critically analyze the use of emerging technologies by planners and recommend 
more efficient, effective, and ethical practices. 

● Develop a framework to evaluate technology and its effect on the city and its 
inhabitants.  
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Evaluation Method 
 
Final grades will be established on the basis of: 

 
Attendance & class participation -  30% 
Weekly online discussion following each 
presentation on Thursday 

Discussion closes on the next 
Wednesday  

40% 

Final project / presentation April 26 30% 
 
 
Final Project 
 
Presentation (maximum 10 minutes) on an information technology, society, & public 

policy topic that is not covered in class but is relevant to planning.  
 
 
Weekly Discussion Point Structure 
 

•         1 point for a brief comment or contribution on the weekly topic(s) 
•         2 points for a “substantial” comment or contribution on the weekly topic(s) 
•         3 points, “substantial” comment or contribution on another student post 
  
Q: What are the maximum number of blogging/discussion points available each 

week? 
A: 3 points is the maximum each week. A single post may not get you the full 3 

points (see above). 
  
Q: What is a “contribution”? 
A: For this course, a contribution refers to an outside resource or source. 

Examples include links to relevant news articles, publications, videos, 
websites, etc. along with a comment about why it is relevant. 

  
Q: What qualifies as “substantial”? 
A: While subjective, a substantial comment is one that has been given notable 

thought and effort.  This likely can’t happen in 1 or 2 sentences because it 
should make a particular point or argument drawing upon evidence, 
examples, or outside references that should be clearly explained.  
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Course Schedule (Subject to change) 
 
 Week Topic Presenter 
Jan 18 
 

1 Introduction Tom Sanchez, Virginia Tech 

Jan. 25 
 

2 Smart cities: An overview  

Feb.1 3 Digital tools for public 
participation 

Susanna Haas Lyons, Public 
engagement specialist, Canada 

Feb. 8 4 People-centered approach to 
smart cities 

Dr. Marcus Foth, founder of Urban 
Informatics Lab at QUT, Australia 

Feb. 15 
 

5 Smart cities and equity Tom Sanchez, Virginia Tech 

Feb. 22 
 

6 Open data and government Kate Rabinowitz, DataLensDC 

Mar. 1 
 

7 Technology and mobility David Rouse, American Planning 
Association 

Mar. 8 
 

8 Spring break -------- 

Mar. 15 9 Social, psychological, and 
health implications of ICTs 

Shalini Misra, Virginia Tech 

Mar. 22 10 Autonomous vehicles, electric 
cars, & shared mobility 

Wenwen Zhang, Virginia Tech 

Mar. 29 11 Virtual and augmented reality 
as tools for urban planning 

Emily Schlickman & Anya Domlesky, 
SWA, Sausalito, California 

Apr. 5 12 Quayside/Sidewalk Toronto: 
Smart City Neighborhood by 
Google 

Kristina Verner, Waterfront Toronto 

Apr. 12 13 Urban computing & algorithms Naren Ramakrishnan, Virginia Tech 
Apr. 19 
 

14 Smart City start-ups David Heyman, Smart City Works 

Apr. 26 
 

15 Final projects/presentations  
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Course Reading 
 
Textbook: Townsend, A. M. (2013). Smart cities: Big data, civic hackers, and the quest for a 
new utopia. WW Norton & Company. 
 
Week  Reading  

1 Urbanization and Ubiquity - Townsend, A. M. (2013). Smart cities: Big data, civic hackers, 
and the quest for a new utopia. WW Norton & Company. PP 1- 18.[Introduction]  
 
O'Neil, C. (2017). Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality and 
threatens democracy. Broadway Books. PP 1 - 13 [Introduction] 
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Batty, M., Axhausen, K. W., Giannotti, F., Pozdnoukhov, A., Bazzani, A., Wachowicz, M., ... 
& Portugali, Y. (2012). Smart cities of the future. The European Physical Journal Special 
Topics, 214(1), 481-518. 

3 Digital Engagement, Social Media & Public Participation, Written by Susanna Haas Lyons for 
IAP2 Canada Newsletter  

4 The next urban paradigm: Cohabitation in the smart city. it – Information Technology, 59(6), 
pp.259-262. https://eprints.qut.edu.au/113197/ 
Watch - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgjvI4km25I&feature=youtu.be+Foth%2C+Marcus+%282
017%29 

5  Hollands, R. G. (2008). Will the real smart city please stand up? Intelligent, progressive or 
entrepreneurial?. City, 12(3), 303-320. 
 
Have Nots - Townsend, A. M. (2013). Smart cities: Big data, civic hackers, and the quest for 
a new utopia. WW Norton & Company. PP. 169 – 193.  
 
O'Neil, C. (2017). Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality and 
threatens democracy. Broadway Books. PP 84 - 104 
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TBD  

7 
 

City of the Future: Technology and Mobility 
http://www.nlc.org/sites/default/files/2016-12/City%20of%20the%20Future%20FINAL%20WE
B.pdf 

8 
 

Spring Break 

9 
 

Misra, S. and Stokols, D. (2012). A typology of people-environment relationships in the digital 
age. Technology in Society, 34 (4), 311-325. Available online at: at: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160791X12000577 

10 
 

Litman, T. (2017). Autonomous Vehicle Implementation Predictions - Implications for 
Transport Planning. Retrieved from https://www.vtpi.org/avip.pdf 

11 Domlesky, A., & Schlickman, A. (2017). Using Your Illusion. Planning Magazine.  Retrieved 
from https://www.planning.org/planning/2017/may/useyourillusion/ 

12 
 

Google firm wins competition to build high-tech Quayside neighbourhood in Toronto: 
https://www.thestar.com/news/city_hall/2017/10/17/google-firm-wins-competition-to-build-hig
h-tech-quayside-neighbourhood-in-toronto.html 

Smart communities need smart governance: 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/smart-communities-need-smart-governance/article
37218398/ 
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https://eprints.qut.edu.au/113197/


13 
 

O'Neil, C. (2017). Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality and 
threatens democracy. Broadway Books. PP 15 - 31 [what is a model?] 
 
Thakuriah, P., N. Tilahun and M. Zellner (2015). Big Data and Urban Informatics: Innovations 
and Challenges to Urban Planning and Knowledge Discovery. In Proc. of NSF Workshop on 
Big Data and Urban Informatics, pp. 4-32 
 

14 
 

Urbanization and Ubiquity - Townsend, A. M. (2013). Smart cities: Big data, civic hackers, 
and the quest for a new utopia. WW Norton & Company. PP 194 - 225 (Reinventing City 
Hall) 
 

15 
 

Student presentation 

 
 
Class Policies: Graduate School Honor Code 
 
The Graduate Honor Code establishes a standard of academic integrity. The code 
demands a firm adherence to a set of values and is founded on the concept of honesty 
with respect to the intellectual efforts of oneself and others. 
 
Compliance with the Graduate Honor Code requires that all graduate students exercise 
honesty and ethical behavior in all their academic pursuits at the university, whether 
these undertakings pertain to study, course work, research, extension, or teaching.  
 
To learn more about the Graduate Honor System and the Honor Code, visit these 
pages: 
 
Introduction to the GHS 
 
The Graduate Honor Society Constitution 
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https://graduateschool.vt.edu/academics/expectations/graduate-honor-system/ghs-introduction.html
https://graduateschool.vt.edu/content/dam/graduateschool_vt_edu/graduate-honor-system/GHS_Constitution_2009-10.pdf

